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Perhaps no other industry has attracted 
so much attention over the past year as 
sports betting and online gambling—
most notably, with the US Supreme 
Court repeal of PASPA opening the 
door to legalized sports betting in 
the US. But the path to growth is not 
a straight shot. The gambling sector 
is experiencing increased CPA and 
churn due to an over-crowded field 
of operators competing for a finite 
number of customers with shrinking 
attention spans.

Breaking through to these customers  
requires a fundamental rethink of how  
sports betting and gambling brands  
approach messaging. Ultimately,  
the winners will be those who can  
deliver relevance—making their brand  
promise meaningful to the customer  
in the moment.

An industry 
on the precipice

The proliferation of mobile devices is simultaneously the gambling 
marketer’s dream scenario and worst nightmare. On the positive side, 
mobile has opened access to millions of new players. On the other hand, 
these same devices have transformed customers into chronically-distracted 
multitaskers who are much harder to connect with.

The only proven method for marketers to break through to these 
chronically distracted customers is through personalization—delivering 
relevant and engaging creative at scale across whichever channel the 
customer chooses in the moment. Personalization emerges as the 
marketer’s most effective weapon against declining CPAs and higher churn.

This playbook is intended to be a conversation starter to help marketers 
understand how to apply personalization within the sports betting and 
gambling sectors. It is divided into two sections:

 1 The ability to identify and deliver the best message for a  
  customer at a given time and under a given circumstance 

 2 The analytics and data to accurately reflect the contribution  
  of messaging to acquisition and retention behaviors

By building these capabilities, gambling marketers can both improve 
acquisition costs and enhance customer lifetime value (LTV).

Opportunities for 
gambling marketers



PERSONALIZATION
part one



DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGING—THE APPROACH 

Data-driven messaging tailors the brand’s messaging to the customer, their unique needs, situations, and contexts.  
At its core, data-driven messaging centers on four lines of questions: 

AUDIENCE:  What are the key segments and how to speak to their different needs? 

NEED:  What are the customers’ needs, and how do they change across time and context?

MESSAGE:  What messages will resonate with those “relevance opportunities” where need, context and time intersect?

DATA TRIGGERS:  What data is available to make these decisions? How can the brand recognize their customer and relevance opportunity?

The answers to these questions form the basis for a messaging strategy.

MASS MEDIA MASS PERSONALIZATION 1:1
Relevance to a broad 
audience or segment

Relevance to an audience sub-segment  
at a particular time and need

Relevance to a  
unique individual



IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES  
TO CREATE RELEVANCE

The example at left shows 
what happens when those four 
questions are answered for 
a hypothetical online sports 
betting marketing team. The 
intersection of audience 
subsegment, need, and 
context creates a relevance 
opportunity—a chance 
for the brand to capture 
that audience’s attention. 
Brands can seize these 
opportunities by identifying 
the right message to reach 
those audiences with, and the 
combination of data triggers 
that lets them recognize and 
act on the opportunity.

AUDIENCE NEED MESSAGE  
THEMES

DATA 
TRIGGERS

PROSPECT

EXISTING 
CUSTOMER

Big Event 
Approaching

Preferred 
Sport

“Put some skin  
in the game:  

Bet the Super Bowl!”

“Check out these 
exciting bets for 
this weekend’s 

Premier League 
matches!”

“The NFL season 
starts Thursday: 

Show your friends 
who’s BOSS!”

“Football may be 
over, but Major 
League Baseball 

is just getting 
started!”

Event-based 
+ 

Contextual

Event-based 
+ 

CRM (cross-elasticity) 
+ 

Contextual

Event-based 
+ 

Geo-location

Event-based 
+

DMP Audience 
+ 

Day of Week

Start of 
New Season

“Off-Season” 
Sport



So how can sports betting and gambling 
brands identify opportunities to create 
relevance? Building a messaging strategy 
is complex with hundreds of potential 
opportunities. To help understand and 
identify opportunities, brands should keep 
in mind the four ways they can increase 
lifetime customer value:

 • Generate new account opens,  
  including gamblers who are new  
  to your brand as well as new to  
  the gambling sector.

 • Drive betting activations,  
  including funding and transacting  
  on the web site or mobile app.

 • Increase share of wallet,  
  by presenting engaging betting  
  opportunities in their preferred sport,  
  as well as in “off-season” sports.

 • Cross-sell portfolio of opportunities,  
  including other online game offerings  
  as well as omni-channel opportunities.

Using relevance  
to drive action

The Customer Journey

By applying personalization to the entire customer 
journey, marketers can grow revenue/customer LTV 

without having to grow media spend.

ACQUIRE

ENGAGE
GROW

RETAIN

GENERATE 
ACCOUNT OPENS

brand awareness 
& education

DRIVE BETTING 
ACTIVATIONS

funding & 
transactions

INCREASE SHARE 
OF WALLET

seasonal sports 
& off-season sports

RESPONSIBLE 
CROSS-SELL

omni-channel gaming 
& loyalty programs

Register Place 1st Bet
Download Games 

(Casino, bingo, lottery)



OBJECTIVE 

There are several different target audiences who may  
be attracted to a sports betting or online gaming offering, 
including customers who:

• Are new to the category

• Use a competitor’s service

• Have visited one of your retail locations but have  
 not established an online account

DRIVE ACTION BY UNDERSTANDING  
WHY PEOPLE GAMBLE

The most ubiquitous marketing tool to attract new 
gamblers is the introductory promotional offer: for 
example, “bet $50, get $50”. This is a powerful tool—after 
all, everyone appreciates a good deal. However, focusing 
solely on the promotional offer ignores a basic insight—
every customer has a different reason for wanting to 
gamble. By personalizing the messaging that appears 
alongside these promotional offers, gambling advertisers 
can create more relevant and compelling ads, driving 
greater engagement and conversion.

ACQUIRE

Generate Account Opens

SOCIAL GAMBLER

UNDERDOG

COMPETITIVE

ACTIVE PARTICIPANT

EXPERT

BORED



Generate Account Opens

To activate these tactics—referred to as a “messaging architecture”—Flashtalking uses a tool called decision trees. Decision trees  
allow the Campaign Manager to design and implement the logic necessary to make sure that users see the right ad at the right time.

COMPETITIVE
“Do a victory dance” 

Bet $50, Get $50

THE EXPERT
“Show ‘em who’s boss” 

Bet $50, Get $50

ACTIVE PARTICIPANT
“Put skin in the game” 

Bet $50, Get $50

SOCIAL
“More fun with friends” 

Bet $50, Get $50

PREMIER LEAGUE

AVID FAN CASUAL FAN

NBASUPER BOWL

EXPERIENCED SPORTS BETTORS 
(NEW TO BRAND)

FANTASY FOOTBALL FANS  
(NEW TO SPORTS BETTING)

DIGITAL NATIVES 18-34  
(NEW TO GAMBLING)

SPORTS CALENDAR

BETTING AUDIENCE

FOOTBALL AUDIENCESTEP 3
Using signals from the 

DSP or DMP, identify the 
type of football fan.

STEP 2
Using signals from the DSP 
or DMP, identify the betting 

audience to which the 
prospect likely belongs.

STEP 1
Identify the sporting events 

scheduled during the 
current calendar month.

ACQUIRE

PROSPECT AUDIENCE



OBJECTIVE 

Frequently, gamblers may have taken the step 
to download your app but haven’t completed 
registration. Or perhaps they’ve completed the 
registration, but haven’t placed their first bet.

Advertisers can help persuade the customers 
to make the leap from download to first bet 
by combining relevant betting opportunities 
with messaging that speaks to the customer’s 
motivations.

Drive Betting Activations

GROWING ANTICIPATION

ENGAGE

THURSDAY 
MID-GAME:

SUPER 
PRICE 

BOOST

APP RETARGETING USING DAY OF WEEK TARGETING

It is relatively easy for a prospect to download your app, but even the most 
straightforward registration process can serve as a major barrier to usage. 
Advertisers can break through the procrastination cycle by giving prospective 
gamblers compelling motivation to place their first bet. One effective persuasion 
tactic is to use day of week targeting to generate buzz and excitement around 
an event—appealing to the customer’s desire to be a part of the action and not 
to miss out. This approach can be particularly effective for sports like soccer and 
American football, where the limited number of games place a premium on each 
result and the weekly cadence builds anticipation throughout the week.

TUESDAY:

BET ON 
THURSDAY

THURSDAY 
MORNING:

BONUS 
OFFER

THURSDAY 
BEFORE 
GAME:

COUNTDOWN 
WITH PRICE 

BOOST



Drive Betting ActivationsENGAGE

GET DOUBLE
Bet on Sunday’s game

GET $ BONUS
Bet on tomorrow’s game

PRICE BOOST
Countdown clock

SUPER PRICE BOOST
Live now

REGISTERED, DID NOT TRANSACT

NEW ORLEANS 
& ATLANTA

TUESDAY–FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MORNING SUNDAY MID-GAME

NEW ENGLAND 
& CHICAGO

OAKLAND & 
KANSAS CITY

HOUSTON & 
PITTSBURGH

DID NOT REGISTER

NCAA BASKETBALL NFL FOOTBALL NHL HOCKEY

ONBOARDED AUDIENCE LIST

PAGE CONTEXT

GEOSTEP 3
Use geo targeting to identify 

local rooting interests.

STEP 4
Use the weekly sports 
calendar to generate 

excitement and urgency.

STEP 2
Identify rooting interests using 

page context and/or audience IDs.

STEP 1
Target customers who 

have downloaded the app 
but have not yet registered.

APP DOWNLOAD RETARGETING

DAY OF WEEK



OBJECTIVE 

In this phase, gamblers have established betting patterns but 
seek excitement in the form of new betting opportunities. 
Gambling advertisers can engage existing customers with 
a menu of betting opportunities from the standard (e.g., 
“pick a winner against the spread”) to the more enticing (e.g., 
“Barcelona loses but Messi scores a goal”).

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH REAL-TIME DYNAMIC LIVE ODDS 

Gamblers feed off the excitement that comes with the 
challenge of testing their skills in a variety of gaming 
scenarios. By providing gamblers a full slate of high-
excitement gambling opportunities with the latest odds—
including in-play—advertisers can differentiate their service 
offerings and grow loyalty among their customer base. 
Flashtalking offers Power Feeds for Betting, a capability 
designed specifically for the unique needs of the online 
gambling vertical:

1 Agility: Refresh odds every 15 seconds so prospects  
 and customers are presented with the latest information

2 Ease of Use: API-based setup makes it easy for marketers  
 to configure and maintain each sports betting feed

Increase Share of Wallet

GROW

REAL-TIME ODDS FOR 
 UPCOMING GAME

REAL-TIME ODDS AS 
 DYNAMIC VIDEO OVERLAY



POWER FEEDS  
FOR BETTING

STEP 4
The Power Feeds for Betting 

interface is used to configure and 
update betting opportunities by 

sport and by date.

Increase Share of WalletGROW

MLB
NYY vs BOS 
TOR vs BAL 
DET vs CLE 
LAA vs LAD 
CHC vs MIL 
STL vs ATL

WEEK 3  
GAMES

DEN vs ARZ 
TEN vs LAC 
CAR vs PHI 
MIN vs NYJ 
BUF vs IND 
NE vs CH

US OPEN
Nadal vs  
Federer 

 
Delpotro vs 

Djokovic

WEEK 2  
GAMES

ATL vs TB 
LAR vs DEN 
TEN vs BAL 
JAX vs DAL 
KC vs NE 
SF vs GB

NFL 
WEEK 1

MIA vs HOU 
PHI vs JAX 

BAL vs CAR 
DEN vs KC 
CLE vs PIT 
SEA vs DET

WEEK 4  
GAMES

MIA vs HOU 
PHI vs JAX 

BAL vs CAR 
DEN vs KC 
CLE vs PIT 
SEA vs DET

PL 
WEEK 4

EVE vs SWA 
NEW vs WOL 

LEI vs ARS 
WAT vs WHU 
TOT vs MCI

PREFERRED SPORT UNKNOWN

SEP 
3

SEP 
4

SEP 
5

SEP 
6

SEP 
7

SEP 
8

SEP 
9

SEP 
10

SEP 
11

SEP 
12

WEEK 2 
SEP 11–17

WEEK 3 
SEP 18–25

WEEK 4 
SEP 26–30

PREFERRED SPORT KNOWN

MLB AUGUSTNFL SEPTEMBERHORSE RACING OCTOBER

AUDIENCE ID / CONTEXTUAL

AUDIENCE ID / CONTEXTUAL MONTH

STEP 3
Use dayparting to 

identify the most timely 
betting opportunities.

STEP 2
Match the betting opportunities 
to the preferred sport, if known; 
otherwise, show the big sporting 

event of the week.

STEP 1
Use DMP/DSP audiences to 

identify a preferred sport.

EXISTING CUSTOMERS

DAYWEEK



Sports Data provides 
sports feeds.

Sportsbook traders 
match those feeds with 

prices and odds.

Flashtalking integrates with your 
sportsbook and empowers your 

marketing teams to setup and drive 
dynamic campaigns from the feed.

Drive dynamic videos or 
banner ads from the feed.

Feeds in Action

GROW

1 2 3 4



Responsible Cross-Sell

RETAIN

OBJECTIVE 

In this phase, gambling brands have two opportunities:

1 Meet and exceed a brand’s regulatory requirements for responsible gaming

2 Deepen the relationship with the customers by offering other portfolio  
 services beyond the core sports betting offerings

ENCOURAGE ONLINE GAMBLERS TO TRY NEW GAMES 
AND TO VISIT GAMBLING DESTINATIONS

Millennials—the primary target market for gambling advertisers—seek out brands 
whose values match their own. Therefore, a key retention tactic will be to reinforce 
with customers that the advertiser values corporate responsibility as part of their 
role in the gambling community.

There are also cross-sell and upsell opportunities, though the nature of these 
opportunities will differ by company and by region. In the UK, where betting shops 
are pervasive, there is the opportunity to incorporate a store locator into ad units to 
drive customers to their local betting shop. Many operators also offer a portfolio of 
online casino games which can also be offered to existing customers.

In the US, the roll-out of sports betting will progress on a state-by-state basis 
through the next decade. As such, the cross-sell opportunities may be limited to 
cross- promoting betting locations in Las Vegas, Atlantic City, and other destinations 
as they roll out, as well as fantasy sports games under the advertiser’s portfolio.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING

VISIT PARTNER HOTELS

CHARITY



ATLANTIC CITY
Visit our sportsdesk  

in Atlantic City

LAS VEGAS
Visit our sportsdesk  

in Las Vegas

SEQUENCE
Brand Awareness 
& Geo Expansion

RESPONSIBLE 
GAMBLING

Responsible Cross-Sell

EXISTING CUSTOMERS

NOT ON RESTRICTED LIST ON RESTRICTED LIST

NY, NJ, CT, PA, MD, DE CA, NV, AZ, CO, WY OTHER

AUDIENCE ID

GEOSTEP 2
If not part of a restricted 

audience, use geo targeting to 
show Vegas and Atlantic City 

messages. Otherwise, show 
sequence of brand messages.

STEP 1
Identify if the customer is part 

of a restricted audience.

RETAIN



ANALYTICS
part two



Gambling Marketers’ Challenges

A revamped messaging approach 
requires a revamped approach to 
analytics. As gambling marketers invest 
more heavily in personalized creative 
and move towards more sophisticated 
approaches to messaging, they encounter 
two pain points:

1 Difficulty quantifying the impact of upper funnel messaging, due to  
 disconnected data sets preventing a complete view of the customer journey.

2 Difficulty quantifying or compare the relative performance  
 of creative concepts, due to outdated metric sets.

Gambling marketers can improve the quality of their insights—and ultimately make 
more informed decisions—by investing in data unification and creative measurement.

ANALYTICS



THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Gambling customers have myriad paths to purchase, occurring 
on multiple devices and featuring interactions with multiple 
creatives. Furthermore, gambling marketers employ different 
channel strategies, with some favoring a “mobile first” approach 

“MOBILE FIRST”

“CROSS CHANNEL”

Mobile Display
Impression

Mobile Display
Impression

Mobile Display
Impression

Mobile Display
Impression

while others supporting cross-channel registrations. The 
end result is difficulty in understanding the impact that each 
individual message exposure has on the customer’s path to 
registration and first bet.

View Event on 
Mobile Site

View Event  
on Site

First 
Bet

First 
Bet

First 
Bet

First 
Bet

Tap 
“Register”

Click 
“Register”

Mobile Site 
Conversion

On-Site 
Conversion

Mobile App 
Conversion

Mobile App 
Conversion

Mobile Site 
Registration

On-Site 
Registration

In-App 
Registration

In-App 
Registration

App Store 
Download

App Store 
Download

Desktop Video 
Impression

Desktop Display
Impression



WHY DO CROSS-DEVICE BROWSING  
& COOKIE REJECTION MATTER?

Cross-device browsing refers to 
when a user interacts with the brand 
via multiple different devices on their 
path to booking. Because each device 
receives its own unique identifier 
(either cookie ID or mobile device 
ID), the advertiser can’t connect the 
interactions from each device.

Cookie rejection refers to a browser 
either blocking a cookie from being 
placed at the time of the ad impression 
and/or site visit, or deleting the cookie 
after the fact. This means that each 
time an interaction occurs on that 
browser, a new cookie is placed with a 
different unique identifier—making it 
impossible to connect the interactions.

Getting a Full-Funnel View
To understand the impact of messaging along the customer journey, 
marketers require a dataset that accurately captures all of the interactions a 
customer has had with the brand before placing a bet. While this may sound 
obvious, marketers run into several obstacles putting it into practice.

Omnichannel is here, with mobile gambling accounting for 
over 50% of online bets across most established markets. This 
results in marketing interactions that cannot be associated with 
bets that take place on another device.

64% of cookies are rejected—including 75% of mobile cookies—
resulting in interactions that can’t be associated with a related 
bet, even on the same device.

Up to 54% of impressions are non-viewable, resulting in conversions 
being attributed to interactions that never actually took place.

OBSTACLES TO GETTING A COMPLETE VIEW

CHALLENGE

1

2

3



Data Unification with Flashtalking
To address these obstacles, marketers need to invest in creating 
datasets that accurately represent all of the digital interactions that 
occur as a gambler progresses towards a registration, activation, and 
betting transaction. Flashtalking can help with this. The full Flashtalking 
data unification package includes:

The end result is a dataset that provides a fully connected view of the path 
to booking, enabling better insights and ultimately better decision-making.

Connection to verification partners (such as IAS and 
DoubleVerify) to allow for log-level reporting of exactly 
which impressions were and weren’t viewed

Cookieless tracking to overcome the impact  
of cookie rejection and cookie deletion

Integrations with cross-device identity partners (such as 
Tapad) to overcome the obstacles of cross-device bridging

SOLUTION

OUR PARTNERS INCLUDE:



Understanding the 
Importance of Creative
Marketers need an effective way to understand which of their 
messaging efforts are working and which aren’t. The stakes are high—
Flashtalking research indicates that the performance gap between 
good and bad creative can be as high as 7x. The most commonly 
used metric for evaluating digital creative performance is the click-
through rate (CTR). When creative is consistent across audiences 
and primarily focused purely on direct-response, this can work as 
a rough approximation of the degree to which users engage with 
ads. However, when creative strategies become more sophisticated, 
the click-through rate becomes unreliable. Recent Flashtalking 
research indicates that in two-thirds of cases, comparisons in creative 
performance based on click-through rates actually rated the less 
impactful creative as the winner.

Algorithmic creative measurement takes a technique familiar to 
marketers —algorithmic measurement of marketing performance—
and applies it to creative performance. By measuring creative 
algorithmically, marketers are able to:

1 Compare the relative effectiveness of different creative  
 images, copy, and CTAs at driving customers to action

2 Optimize in-flight creative rotations to drive media efficiency

3 Understand the creative concepts and messaging that  
 most resonate with the brand’s customers

CHALLENGE



HIGH- 
PERFORMING 
CREATIVES

LOW- 
PERFORMING  

CREATIVES

Flashtalking Creative Analytics
To meet advertisers’ needs for creative measurement, 
Flashtalking developed a proprietary, data-driven approach to 
measure the effectiveness of different creative concepts and 
versions. We apply machine learning and clustering algorithms 
to measure the effectiveness of each creative, while accounting 
for the biases associated with most other approaches. Using the 
tool, advertisers are able to compare the relative performance of 
different creative versions across audience segments and media 
placements, allowing for better decisions on which creatives to 
serve, and which to remove from the rotation.

SOLUTION

Flashtalking’s Creative Analytics has been tested through 
real-world application. One Flashtalking client used the CPI 
to understand the relative return of different ad concepts. 
Through the analysis, they uncovered that their higher 
performing creatives outperformed their lower performing 
creatives by 9x—but that the higher performers accounted for 
only 23% of impressions (vs. 77% for the underperformers). 
Based on this insight, they were able to adjust their creative 
rotations to emphasize the higher performers, making their 
media spend more efficient. Using Creative Analytics, many 
clients have been able to quickly understand which creative 
concepts, images and copy lines are strong winners or losers, 
not only to adjust creative distribution, but also to feed those 
insights into further creative development.

23+77+A23%

77%
IMPRESSIONS 

SERVED

The low-performing creatives were served across the majority of impressions.

ALLOCATE  MORE IMPRESSIONS 
TO HIGH-PERFORMERS

RUN FEWER IMPRESSIONS 
OF LOW-PERFORMERS



Understanding  
which Impressions  
Moved the Needle
As media engagement becomes increasingly 
fragmented, marketers need to know which 
channels, placements, creatives and keywords 
along the customer journey move the needle. 
Clear and actionable insights are hard to come 
by: Conventional last-touch attribution (LTA) 
ignores the contribution of upper-funnel tactics, 
while “black box” attribution models often leave 
marketers with more questions than answers 
around media and creative performance.

CHALLENGE



Encore Multi-Touch Attribution by Flashtalking
Flashtalking addresses the unmet need for accurate, actionable 
insights with transparency and ease. Our Encore attribution 
platform provides award-winning multi-touch attribution (MTA) 
with a user-friendly interface to help brands:

1 Measure impact of media, creative and keywords against  
 brand surveys, site visits, registrations, initial deposits,  
 play and repeat deposits 

2 Measure user-level frequency distribution to identify  
 waste from over-serving and under-serving

Encore uses machine learning models to measure and visualize 
the contribution of each touchpoint, providing data-driven 
insights into each channel, placement, creative and keyword. 
Intuitive dashboards present historical results that translate into 
clear and actionable recommendations for optimizing spend, 
creative and frequency to make the most of your media budget.

SOLUTION

Encore is the leader in data quality through the use of FTrack 
cookieless tracking and partner integrations that include identity 
graphs, verification outputs, location data, offline sales and brand 
surveys. We set the benchmark for cleansing, connecting and 
leveraging data to help you get more insights and value from 
your ad-tech stack.

Best of all, Encore provides full transparency into the data, 
attribution models, validation process and predictive accuracy 
scores so you can optimize with confidence. 



For More Information

For more information about personalization in advertising, 
or to set up an introductory meeting, please reach out to 
sales@flashtalking.com. 

Flashtalking will help guide you through the steps required 
in implementing data-driven messaging, including:

• Creating a messaging strategy and architecture

• Creative design and production

• Defining goals and KPIs for personalized advertising

• Measurement plan to prove out performance lift 

•  Program management, implementation and timelines

contact sales@flashtalking.com  |  flashtalking.com
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